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We study the error correcting properties of Majorana Surface Codes (MSC), topological quantum
codes constructed out of interacting Majorana fermions, which can be used to store quantum infor-
mation and perform quantum computation. These quantum memories suffer from purely “fermionic”
errors, such as quasiparticle poisoning (QP), that have no analog in conventional platforms with
bosonic qubits. In physical realizations where QP dominates, we show that errors can be corrected
provided that the poisoning rate is below a threshold of ∼ 11%. When QP is highly suppressed and
fermionic bilinear (“bosonic”) errors become dominant, we find an error threshold of ∼ 16%, which
is much higher than the threshold for spin-based topological memories like the Surface code or the
Color code. In addition, we derive new lattice gauge theories to account for measurement errors.
These results, together with the inherent error suppression provided by the superconducting gap in
physical realizations of the MSC, makes this a strong candidate for a robust topological quantum
memory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topological quantum memories (TQMs) [1, 2] provide
a robust way to store quantum information in global
(topological) properties of interacting many-body sys-
tems, where a larger system size implies a longer code dis-
tance. The non-local character of these phases of matter
makes topological memories intrinsically robust against
local perturbations and noise, which is key in the future
development of quantum technologies. Topologically or-
dered systems in two spatial dimensions are characterized
by a set of remarkable properties, namely, locally indis-
tinguishable, degenerate ground states (where the quan-
tum information is stored) and anyon excitations with
fractional statistics. For Abelian anyons, it is possible to
perform logical gates by means of externally tailored op-
erations depending on the physical system [3, 4]. When
anyons are non-Abelian, braiding of such anyons provides
a toolbox of quantum gates to implement topologically-
protected quantum computation [5].
The vast majority of TQMs in the literature are spin-
based models where errors have purely bosonic character,
such as spin flips and phase errors. The paradigmatic ex-
ample would be the Surface Codes [6, 7], constructed out
of plaquette and star operators involving 4-body spin in-
teractions on a square lattice. In order to allow for the
transversal implementation of the whole Clifford group
of quantum logic gates [8] a different class of bosonic
topological codes was proposed, the Color Codes [9, 10].
Remarkably, experimental realizations of small-scale in-
stances of bosonic topological codes have been achieved
in the lab [11–13].
More recently, TQMs based on Majorana fermions
have been studied as a promising alternative to spin-
based topological codes [14–30]. Majorana devices ben-
efit from the intrinsic robustness of unpaired Majorana
particles and can be realized in a variety of platforms,
such as the proximitized surface of a topological insula-
tor [31–33], semiconductor nanowires [34–41], and atomic
arrays [42–48]. Despite the intrinsic protection given by
the superconducting gap, the fermionic character of these
systems makes them susceptible to error channels that
have no analog in spin-based memories, where spin flips
or phase errors are the most natural sources of noise.
Topological codes, constructed using interacting Majo-
rana fermions, provide an additional layer of protection
by means of redundancy. The Majorana Surface Code
(MSC) [14, 16] is a particularly interesting stabilizer
code in this class, with some remarkable properties over
bosonic codes, such as single-shot readout of stabilizer
measurements and lower overhead, since fewer physical
qubits are required per encoded logical qubit [16]. Ex-
perimentally, they can be realized using charging energy-
induced quantum phase slips in superconducting arrays
with Majorana fermions. The two kinds of spontaneous
errors that affect the code are quasiparticle poisoning
(QP) and bilinear errors. QP is a purely fermionic error
which changes the fermion parity associated with Ma-
jorana degrees of freedom [49] and can cause topological
qubits to decohere [50, 51]. This type of error is caused by
an electron tunneling between the system and unknown
states in the environment. In contrast, bilinear errors do
not change the local fermion parity. Recent experiments
[52, 53] have shown and measured how detrimental QP is
in Majorana devices, with poisoning rates of the order of
nanoseconds [53]. This potential roadblock for Majorana-
based technologies requires creative strategies in order to
mitigate this experimental obstacle [24, 54, 55]. Hence,
identifying these strategies is one of the most extraordi-
nary challenges that solid-state quantum computers face,
and it is precisely the main motivation for this article.
Traditionally, in order to protect stored quantum in-
formation from decoherence, quantum error-correcting
codes have been proposed to actively detect and cor-
rect errors [2, 3, 24, 28, 29, 56–59]. For the conventional
surface code, error detection occurs through local mea-
surements [1], and the error threshold – the maximum
tolerable error rate, above which it is impossible to re-
liably encode quantum information – can be mapped to
the critical point at which the ordered phase of a dual
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2FIG. 1: (a) Honeycomb lattice with a single Majorana fermion
per site. The plaquette operator Op in the MSC is the prod-
uct of the six Majorana fermions at the vertices. The colored
plaquettes in (b) correspond to the three distinct bosonic ex-
citations that may be generated by the action of a Majorana
operator γi.
statistical mechanical system is destroyed by the action
of quenched disorder.
In this paper, we demonstrate that a mapping to a clas-
sical statistical model can be used to extract the error-
correcting properties of the MSC. We show that the error
model for the MSC with quasi-particle poisoning maps
to a random 3-body Ising model on a triangular lattice.
The error threshold (∼ 11%) is the same as for both
the Surface code [1] and the Color code [60]. In phys-
ical realizations of the MSC, quasi-particle poisoning is
exponentially suppressed due to the presence of a super-
conducting gap and finite charging energy. In that case,
when fermionic bilinear errors dominate, the MSC error
model can be mapped to a collection of three random
2-body Ising models on triangular sublattices. The error
threshold for this model is much higher (∼ 16%) than in
the conventional surface code, which demonstrates that
the MSC is more robust to bosonic errors (fermionic bi-
linears) than previously studied spin-based topological
codes. In addition, accounting for measurement errors
[61, 62] yields lattice gauge theories that have not been
previously studied.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we intro-
duce the basics of the MSC. In Sec. III, we present the
error models and elaborate on their physical motivation.
In Sec. IV, we explain how the mapping to classical sta-
tistical models is performed and in Sec. V, we compute
and compare the different error thresholds for the differ-
ent operating regimes of the MSC. In Sec. VI, we derive
lattice gauge theories that can be studied in order to un-
derstand error-thresholds in the presence of measurement
errors.
II. MAJORANA SURFACE CODE
The Majorana Surface Code (MSC) [16] is defined over
3-valent lattices with 3-colorable faces. The simplest in-
stance consists of a honeycomb lattice with one Majorana
fermion (γi) on each lattice site i. The Majorana op-
erators satisfy the canonical anti-commutation relations
{γi, γj} = 2δij . The Hamiltonian is defined as the sum
of operators acting on each hexagonal plaquette:
H = −u
∑
p
Op Op ≡ i
∏
n∈vertex(p)
γn, (1)
where u > 0 and the operator Op is the product of the
six Majorana fermions on the vertices of plaquette p as
shown in Figure 1a. Since any two plaquettes on the
honeycomb lattice share an even number of vertices, all of
the plaquette operators (also called stabilizers) commute
with each other and the Hamiltonian. The ground-state
|Ψ0〉 is defined by the condition
Op|Ψ0〉 = |Ψ0〉, (2)
for all plaquettes p, i.e. the state that is left invariant by
all stabilizers with eigenvalue +1. This ground state |Ψ0〉
exhibits Z2 fermionic topological order. For an N -site
honeycomb lattice, the 2N/2-dimensional Hilbert space of
Majorana fermions is constrained by the system fermion
parity:
Γ ≡ iN/2
∏
n
γn. (3)
The N/2 factor appears because one regular fermion is
made out of two Majorana fermions. The conservation
of the fermion parity Γ is a unique property of Fermi
systems, which separates two disconnected sector of ex-
citations. Since the logic qubits are stored in the ground
state subspace, excitations over the ground state many-
fold account for errors in the quantum code. These errors
can be divided into two groups, depending on whether
they commute with the system’s fermion parity in Eq.
(3) or not. The ground state constraints of the MSC are
discussed in the Appendix.
III. ERROR MODEL
A quantum depolarising channel for a spin-based quan-
tum memory is a completely positive trace-preserving
map of a quantum state ρ into a mixture of ρ (the re-
duced density matrix of each single spin) and the maxi-
mally mixed state I (identity map) [8]. It is convenient to
express this error channel in terms of the Pauli operators
σx,y,z,
Ds(ρ) = (1− p)ρ+ p
3
∑
r=x,y,z
σrρσr, (4)
3FIG. 2: An A-A plaquette-type excitation produced by the
consecutive action of two bilinear errors iγ1γ2 and iγ3γ4.
where σx models a spin flip error, σz a phase flip error,
and σy a combination of both, occurring with probabil-
ity p3 . The error σy accounts for a correlated effect of
spin-flip and phase errors [63]. This single-particle er-
ror channel neglects correlated error processes involving
multiple spins, which may become relevant in multi-qubit
gate implementations for quantum computation [64, 65].
In the case of quantum memories constructed out of
Majorana fermions, the physically motivated error chan-
nels are intrinsically different because of the fermionic
nature of the system. Experimentally, two error sources
are expected to play a major role: quasi-particle poison-
ing (QP) and bilinear errors.
QP errors are excitations over the ground state |Ψ0〉
generated by operators of the form γi. They can be
visualised as a violation of three neighboring plaque-
ttes (ABC), as shown in Fig. 1b or the upper part of
Fig. 4. They are purely fermionic errors, which change
the fermion parity of the encoded qubit, and are caused
by a single electron tunneling between the system and un-
known states in the environment. In practise, they can
be generated by low-temperature residual quasiparticles
in the host superconductor tunneling into the two dimen-
sional electron gas (2DEG) or topological insulator (TI)
where the Majorana fermions are induced [51, 52, 54].
Bilinear errors are excitations generated by operators
of the form iγiγm acting on adjacent vertices. They con-
serve the total fermion parity Γ, and they can be visu-
alised as two plaquette violations of the same type (A-
A, B-B, C-C) joined by a string. In Fig. 2 we depict
two A-plaquette violations. These errors can arise from
wavefunction overlap of adjacent Majorana fermions or
sequential QP events.
Both types of errors can become the dominant source
of noise depending on the particular experimental real-
ization of the MSC in the lab. One realization [16] in-
volves Josephson-coupled mesoscopic topological super-
conducting islands, e.g. hexagonal s-wave superconduct-
ing islands imprinted on a TI surface or a 2DEG with
strong spin-orbit coupling and subject to a Zeeman field,
as shown in Fig. 3a. The interacting plaquette terms Op
are generated through charging energy induced quantum
phase-slips on the hexagonal islands. Since the separa-
FIG. 3: The experimental platform consists of superconduct-
ing islands deposited on top of a TI surface or a 2DEG with
strong spin-orbit coupling and a Zeeman field. (a) A phase-
slip on the central hexagonal island generates a six-body in-
teraction between the Majorana fermions γi. In the limit
where the separation between different γi is much larger than
the coherence length l  ξ, QP would dominate over bilin-
ear errors. (b) For a square/octagon lattice, the wavefunction
overlap between each pair of γi generates the eight-body pla-
quette terms in perturbation theory, provided that l ∼ ξ. In
this case, bilinear errors would dominate over QP events.
tion between the Majorana fermions l is much larger than
the superconducting coherence length l  ξ, and the
charging energy Ec is small compared to the Josephson
energy, QP events dominate over residual bilinear inter-
actions. In square/octagon lattice proposals [17], a large
Ec suppresses QP and perturbatively generates the nec-
essary eight-body plaquette operators from wavefunction
overlap between Majorana fermions (l ∼ ξ), as shown in
Fig. 3b. In such a situation, bilinear errors iγiγj would
dominate over single-electron tunneling γi. These exper-
imental realizations illustrate situations where either QP
or bilinear errors can be the dominant error process.
Accounting for both types of errors, the completely
positive trace-preserving map for the MSC casts the form
DM (ρ) = (1− pqp − pb)ρ+ (5)
+
pqp
2
γiργi +
pqp
2
γjργj + pbγiγjργjγi,
where ρ is the reduced density matrix for a pair of neigh-
boring Majorana fermions iγiγj . In the next section, we
analyze the action of both fermionic and bosonic errors
[24] and we quest for the survival of quantum informa-
tion. We show how this problem can be mapped to the
phase transition determination of classical spin models.
IV. MAPPING TO CLASSICAL SPIN MODELS
Computing the maximum error rate pc at which quan-
tum error correction is still possible represents a corner-
stone for both short-term and long-term quantum com-
puting devices. In the case of topological quantum codes,
this problem can be solved by finding the phase transition
point of a classical spin system with quench disorder [1].
4The mathematical mapping establishing this surprising
equivalence can be understood as follows.
Excitations (code errors) of Hamiltonian (1) can be
identified with violations of the plaquette ground state
condition in Eq. (2), in the form of Or|Ψ〉 = −|Ψ〉 for
the affected plaquettes r. Therefore, each hexagonal
plaquette can be labeled with a classical spin variable
sr ∈ {+1,−1} at the vertices of the dual triangular lat-
tice (see Fig. 4) indicating the syndrome, i.e. whether
an error occurs on a plaquette.
When these errors concatenate, they form an error
chain E. From a practical quantum error correction point
of view, this error chain will lead to plaquette violations
only at the endpoints (see Fig. 2), which means that any
other error E′ with the same endpoints would give the
same error syndrome. All equivalent errors, with equal
endpoints, belong to the same error class Eˆ.
A successful error correction strategy can only take
place if correcting for an error class Eˆ is independent of
whether the physical error chain was E or any other error
chain E′ within the same error class. For topological sta-
bilizer codes this is precisely the case. This apparently
surprising fact can be explained because the difference
E′ − E = C is a trivial homological cycle, i.e. a surface
without a boundary formed by a product of stabilizer op-
erators Or, which leaves the state of the system invariant.
Thus, correcting for E is equivalent to correcting for E′
if {E,E′} ∈ Eˆ. This condition is satisfied as long as
the difference C = E′ − E never comprises a non-trivial
homological cycle that would change the ground state of
the system and consequently corrupt the stored quantum
information. This requirement implies that error chains
should not proliferate for quantum error correction to be
feasible.
By computing the relative probability of error E′ with
respect to error E occurring in the system, and sampling
over all possible configurations of error chains, we ob-
tain a classical partition function Z =
∑
{s} exp
(−βH),
where β stands for the inverse temperature, and H is
the Hamiltonian of a classical spin model [1]. The in-
verse temperature β is not the physical temperature of
the quantum memory, but an ancillary parameter of the
associated classical model that is used for statistical sam-
pling. The eigenvalues of each stabilizer Or of the MSC
can be mapped to Ising spins with interactions dictated
by how each stabilizer is affected by errors on adjacent
Majoranas. The associated classical Hamiltonian casts
the general form [60]:
H = −J
∑
l
∑
w
τwl
∏
i
s
gwil
i , (6)
where l runs over all qubit sites, i runs over all stabilizers,
si is a classical spin variable representing the eigenvalue
of the associated stabilizer Oi, w indicates the type of
error (quasi-particle poisoning, bilinear, etc), gwil ∈ {0, 1}
determines whether the stabilizer Oi is affected by an
Majorana Surface Code Random Spin model
FIG. 4: Mapping from the Majorana Surface Code with errors
to a classical random spin model on a triangular lattice, where
interactions are represented by dashed lines. Quasi-particle
poisoning errors (upper part) are mapped to 3 body nearest-
neighbor spin interactions. Bilinear bosonic errors (lower part
of the figure) map to next-to-nearest neighbors spin interac-
tions.
error of type w acting on qubit l,
τwl =
{
+1 with probability 1− p
−1 with probability p (7)
where p is the probability of an error of type w to oc-
cur, and the coupling constant J is fixed by the so-called
Nishimori condition [66, 67],
− 2βJ = ln
( p
1− p
)
. (8)
Therefore, we assign an antiferromagnetic interaction
to the classical spins sr (representing the eigenvalues
+1,−1 of stabilizers Or) affected by the sampled error
class, a ferromagnetic interaction to spins not affected
by that error class, and we sample over all error classes.
Thus, the ferromagnetically ordered phase in the classical
spin model maps to the phase where errors are bounded
by domain walls and do not proliferate. This is the situ-
ation where we can correct errors successfully.
In the following section we compute the optimal error
thresholds for all possible error channels in the MSC and
discuss how they compare to the thresholds for the more
studied bosonic topological codes.
V. FERMIONIC AND BOSONIC ERROR
CORRECTION
Code errors in the MSC can be divided into fermionic
or bosonic, depending on whether they conserve the total
fermion parity of the system. We analyze both error
channels and argue how the MSC outperforms standard
bosonic topological codes, like the Surface Code [6, 7]
and the Color code [9, 10].
5FIG. 5: Mapping of A − A and B − B bilinear errors to a
classical spin model. Increasing the charging energy of the
C−plaquettes with respect to A and B types, we can prevent
C − C bilinear errors. Pairs of plaquette excitations of type
A(B) can be understood as nearest neighbor spin interactions
over independent triangular sublattices.
A. Quasi-particle poisoning
QP is a purely fermionic error, which does not com-
mute with the fermion parity operator of the system (see
Eq.(3)). It is created by one-body Majorana operators γi
acting on single vertices i, and affects the three surround-
ing plaquette operators labeled by classical spin variables
si. Applying these constraints to Eq.(6), the correspond-
ing classical spin Hamiltonian is a two-dimensional 3-
random-bond Ising model on a triangular lattice,
H = −J
∑
ijk∈∆
τijksisjsk, (9)
with τpijk randomly chosen between {+1,−1}, such that
the probability to pick τijk = −1 is given by the quasi-
particle poisoning error probability p. The global cou-
pling constant J is fixed according to the Nishimori con-
dition [66] as given in Eq.(8).
In order to determine the error threshold pc for QP, the
critical temperature Tc(p) as a function of p is computed
for the classical spin model in Eq. (9). Secondly, the
crossing point of this curve Tc(p) with the Nishimori line
given in Eq. (8), yields the error threshold pc.
Hamiltonian (9) is equivalent to the classical spin
model given by the Color Code on a hexagonal lattice
with only qubit-flip errors [60, 71]. The error thresh-
old pc = 0.109(2) was obtained using Monte Carlo sim-
ulations [60] and also coincides with the error threshold
for the Surface Code with qubit-flip errors [1]. This re-
sult shows that Majorana-based topological codes are ro-
bust to purely fermionic errors below large thresholds of
∼ 11%.
B. Bilinear errors
Bilinear fermionic errors (bosonic) do not change the
fermion parity, and are created by the action of operators
iγiγj acting on adjacent sites. They generate plaquette
violations of the same type, in pairs (A−A, B −B and
C−C), which do not get mixed with each other as shown
in Fig. 2. The associated classical spin model corresponds
to 3 independent nearest-neighbor 2-random-bond Ising
models over a triangular lattice (see Fig. 5). The classical
spin Hamiltonian is obtained by applying the previous
constraints to Eq. (6), which yields
H = −K
∑
<ij>
τijsisj , (10)
with τij randomly chosen between {+1,−1}, such that
the probability to pick τij = −1 is given by the bilinear
error probability q of the MSC. The coupling constant K
is fixed according to the Nishimori condition in Eq. (8).
Due to homogeneity of the space, the error probability q
is the same for the three sublattices, and since they do
not mix with each other, the error threshold qc will be
the same for all of them.
This classical statistical model given in Eq. (10) has
been previously studied in the community of spin glasses,
where 1 − qc was reported to be 0.8355(5) [69], which
makes the error threshold qc = 0.1645(5). This error
threshold is almost 50% higher than for spin-based topo-
logical codes with either spin-flips or phase errors. Such
high tolerance to errors in the MSC (∼ 16%) makes it a
strong candidate for a robust topological quantum mem-
ory.
C. Combined Errors
By taking into account both quasi-particle poisoning
and bilinear errors, we obtain a novel classical spin model,
which up to our knowledge has been never considered
before:
H = −J
∑
ijk∈∆
τpijksisjsk −K
∑
〈〈ij〉〉
τ qijsisj , (11)
where the bilinear interaction sisj acts only over next-
to-nearest neighbor classical spins corresponding to the
same type of plaquette, as shown in Fig. 4. The cou-
pling constants τpijk and τ
q
ij are randomly chosen between
{+1,−1}, such that the probability to pick τpijk = −1 is
given by p (the quasi-particle poisoning error probabil-
ity of the MSC) and the probability to pick τ qij = −1 is
given by q (where q is the bilinear error probability of the
MSC). The coupling constants J and K are now fixed by
two Nishimori conditions
e−2βJ =
p
1− p , e
−2βK =
q
1− q . (12)
6The choice of q and p should be based on the particular
experimental proposal to realised the MSC [17]. We have
considered QP and bilinear errors independently since
they arise from physically distinct error processes.
VI. MEASUREMENT ERRORS
An implicit assumption of the error correcting model
used thus far is that in order to detect an error chain
E, the eigenvalues of the plaquette operators Op have to
be correctly measured (perfect syndrome measurement).
For realistic applications, it is natural to also consider
faulty Majorana stabilizer measurements. With that pur-
pose in mind, we define the concept of error history,
which comprises the set of both faulty Majoranas and
stabilizer error measurements. These error histories can
be classified into equivalence classes E (those that differ
by only local equivalences), in such a way that correcting
an error chain E ∈ E leads to successful recovery, regard-
less of whether a different error E′ ∈ E occurred instead.
This statement holds as long as both errors belong to
the same error class E. Measurement errors are incor-
porated into the error description by considering verti-
cally stacked lattices: one layer with hexagonal colored
plaquettes (the MSC) followed by the dual lattice with
triangular plaquettes (corresponding to the measurement
results of each stabilizer), and so on.
A specific error history E can be represented by a set
of variables τl ∈ {+1,−1}, each indicating whether a
Majorana fermion at site l or a measurement of a nearby
stabilizer was faulty. In addition, we can enumerate all
histories within the same error class by attaching binary
variables si ∈ {+1,−1} to each equivalence. In order
to sample from these error equivalences, we construct a
classical Hamiltonian whose partition function has Boltz-
mann weights proportional to the probability of, given
an error chain E, finding another error E′ within the
same equivalence class. Note that error histories in the
same class can only differ by elementary equivalences,
i.e., histories which have no boundary and are homolog-
ically trivial.
This construction is just a generalisation of our pre-
vious discussion on error chains without faulty measure-
ments. In the previous case, local equivalences were given
by stabilizer operators (since acting with a stabilizer op-
erator on the code leaves any quantum state invariant).
Once we include measurements, there are two possible
local equivalences:
Spatial-like: Acting on the code with a plaquette
operator Op does not change the state of the system.
Therefore, two errors E and E′ differing only by a set of
plaquette operators are equivalent. Indeed we can asso-
ciate a binary variable sSi ∈ {+1,−1} to each plaquette
equivalence.
Time-like: these equivalences arise within the time-
propagation of errors, and they involve both faulty Ma-
jorana fermions and stabilizer measurements. The first
equivalence is defined by the action of a Majorana oper-
ator γj , which gets undetected by the 3 surrounding sta-
bilizer operators, and another Majorana operator γj is
applied on the same site. We associate a binary variable
sTi ∈ {+1,−1} to each of these 3D trigonal bipyramidal
volumes. The second equivalence involves a bilinear op-
erator acting on two adjacent Majorana γiγj , which is
undetected by 2 stabilizer operators, and a consecutive
bilinear operators is applied on the same Majorana pair.
We associate a binary variable sTi ∈ {+1,−1} to each of
these new plaquettes.
Now we analyze the classical error model associated
to a combination of spontaneous and measurement er-
rors, defined over a 3D lattice of stacked hexagonal and
triangular 2D sublattices.
A. QP & Measurement Errors
If the system is subject to QP and faulty measure-
ments, the associated classical Hamiltonian is
H = −J
∑
j∈Q
τ qj (s
S)⊗3(sT )⊗2 −K
∑
j∈M
τmj (s
T )⊗6, (13)
where Q iterates over all Majorana sites, andM iterates
over all measurements. The first term in the Hamilto-
nian describes the equivalence classes affected by a single
faulty Majorana fermion: 3 plaquette stabilizers (spatial-
like equivalences) surrounding the faulty Majorana, and
the upper or lower vertex of a trigonal bipyramidal time-
like plaquette. The second term in Eq. (13) accounts for
the equivalence classes affected by a faulty measurement:
six trigonal bipyramidal time-like plaquettes altered by
the faulty stabilizer Op. The S spins belong to each tri-
angular lattice layer, and the T spins to the hexagonal
lattice layers of the overall 3D lattice structure. The cou-
pling constants τpj and τ
m
j are randomly chosen between
{+1,−1}, such that the probability to pick τpj = −1 is
given by p (the QP error probability) and the probability
to pick τmj = −1 is given by m (the measurement error
probability). The coupling constants J and K are fixed
by their respective Nishimori conditions (Eq. (8)).
The resulting statistical model is a three-dimensional
Ising lattice gauge theory with disorder, the same as the
one obtained for the Color Code with qubit flips and mea-
surement errors [62]. Due to gauge symmetry, there is no
local order parameter distinguishing the low temperature
Higgs phase and the highly disordered confined phase.
However, using the average value of a Wilson loop op-
erator (non-local order parameter), and assuming equal
error probabilities p = m, it is possible to retrieve the er-
ror threshold pc = 0.048, which is higher than the one for
the Surface code pc = 0.033. This relatively higher error-
threshold with respect to the Surface code is consistent
for different values of p and m [70].
7B. Bilinear & Measurement Errors
If the system is subject to bilinear errors and faulty
measurements, it maps to an associated classical Hamil-
tonian for each type of plaquette operator A, B or C,
H = −J
∑
j∈Q
τ bj (s
S)⊗2(sT )⊗2 −K
∑
j∈M
τmj (s
T )⊗6, (14)
where Q iterates over all possible Majorana pairs con-
necting plaquettes of type A,B or C; and M iterates
over all A,B or C-type stabilizer measurements. The
first term in the Hamiltonian describes the equivalence
classes associated to a faulty Majorana bilinear, i.e., the 2
plaquette stabilizers surrounding the bilinear and 2 time-
like equivalences. A faulty Majorana bilinear can be the
upper or lower edge of a time-like plaquette. The sec-
ond term in Eq. (13) accounts for the equivalence classes
involving a syndrome measurement error. Each plaque-
tte measurement is involved in 6 time-like equivalences.
The S spins belong to each triangular lattice layer, and
the T spins to the hexagonal lattice layers of the overall
3D lattice structure. The coupling constants τ bj and τ
m
j
are randomly chosen between {+1,−1}, such that the
probability to pick τ bj = −1 is given by b (bilinear error
probability) and the probability to pick τmj = −1 is given
by m (the measurement error probability). The coupling
constants J and K are fixed by their respective Nishimori
conditions (Eq. (8)). The resulting statistical model is a
three-dimensional Ising lattice gauge theory with disor-
der, that up to our knowledge has never been studied
before. The critical error threshold will be higher than
the previous model for QP, since it involves the same
lattice structure, but the degree of bond-interaction is
lower, which usually implies less frustration and a higher
critical temperature. Moreover, in the case of small m,
we should recover the error threshold for bilinear errors
of ∼ 16%.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied the Majorana Surface
Code as a platform to perform fermionic and bosonic
quantum error correction. After motivating the experi-
mental relevance of these error sources, we have shown
how purely fermionic errors, like QP, can be corrected
as long as the error rate is below a threshold of ∼ 11%.
Moreover, we have demonstrated that bosonic errors in
the MSC have a much higher error threshold (of ∼ 16%)
than spin-based TQMs like the Surface Code or the Color
Code. Finally, we have derived new lattice gauge theo-
ries to account for measurement errors. The MSC is con-
structed placing Majorana fermions at fixed positions,
whereas braiding proposals for topological quantum com-
putation involve moving Majoranas around in compli-
cated ways. Both computational models can implement
the whole Clifford group [5, 10, 16] in a topologically
protected way, which is not enough to perform universal
quantum computation [8]. Extensions of spin color codes
to three spatial dimensions (3D) were shown to allow for
the transversal implementation of T−gates, needed for
universal quantum computation [71]. Similar extensions
of the MSC to 3D will be explored in a forthcoming pub-
lication.
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Appendix A: Constraints for the MSC code
We place the system defined in Eq.(1) on a torus geom-
etry by imposing periodic boundary conditions in both x
and y directions. For convenience, we choose the honey-
comb lattice unite cell consisting of three plaquettes la-
beled A,B and C, as shown in Figure 1b. On the torus,
the product of plaquette operators on each of the A, B
and C-type plaquettes is equal to the total fermion par-
ity:
Γ =
∏
p∈A
Op =
∏
p∈B
Op =
∏
p∈C
Op. (A1)
The operators Op on any one type of plaquette fix one-
third of the plaquette eigenvalues through Eq.(2), and
impose 2N/6−1 constraints on the Hilbert space. The
number of unconstrained degrees of freedom is therefore
given by:
D = 2
N
2 −1/
(
2
N
6 −1
)3
= 4, (A2)
which yields a four-fold ground state degeneracy for the
MSC on the torus [16].
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